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Let P be a parallelogram divided into (pi + 1)(P2 +1) smaller parallelograms by Pi straight lines parallel to a pair of sides of P and by P2 straight lines parallel to the other. To cover the boundary of P we need, of course, 2(pi +P2) of the smaller parallelograms.
We show that the boundary of every convex set A C P can be covered by no more than 2(px + p2) of the smaller parallelograms.
An analogous property holds for convex subsets of an n-dimensional parallelotope. We also give an estimate of a similar nature for the dissection of Euclidean n-space En by a finite family of hyperplanes. The above estimates, and a more general one, are presented in Part 2 as corollaries of a monotonicity property formulated in the Theorem in Part 1. In Part 3, as an application, we present an estimate concerning Hadwiger's covering problem.
The boundary, the interior and the relative interior of a convex set A C En are denoted by the symbols bdA, int A and riA, respectively. By a convex body we understand a compact convex set with nonempty interior.
A monotonicity
property. Let us dissect the space En by a finite family ßf of hyperplanes.
We denote by tP# the family of the tiles obtained, i.e. the family of all n-dimensional closed polyhedral sets whose boundary points, and only boundary points belong to \J^.
Let A be a convex set with nonempty interior. By 3°^(A) we denote the family of tiles of 3°& which have nonempty intersections with int A. Let <9¿p(A) be the family of those sets oî3B^(A) which are unbounded or have a nonempty intersection with bd A. The symbol s^(A) means the number of sets m<5ijr(A). 
A>0.
For every D € 3e%■ such that D n int B ¿ 0, the set of all X such that D e <9%s(A\) has the form of an interval {X;a(D) < X < ß(D)} if D is bounded and contained in into, or of an interval {X;a(D) < X} in the opposite case. This results from the monotonicity of the family {A\; X > 0} and from the fact that D is a closed n-dimensional set.
Consider a bounded tile K e S6^ contained in int B. It is clear that K n bd Aß(K) t¿ 0. Therefore the convexity of AßiK) and the inclusion K C Aß (K) imply that a vertex of K lies in bd Aß(K) ■ Hence the family of faces of K which are subsets of bdAß(K) is nonempty. Let G be a maximal face of this kind. Clearly, K and G determine exactly one set K(G) e 3°^ which has G as a face and lies on the opposite side (than K) of every hyperplane from %f containing G. Now, we show the equality From (1) and G C bd AßiK) we get K(G) l~l mtAßiK) = 0-Moreover, from K c int 5 we see that K(G) n int AA / 0 for every A > ß(K). Thus (2) a(K(G)) = ß(K).
If Ki,K2 e 3°^ are bounded and contained in int B, then (2) Ki¿K2 implies Kx(Gi) ¿ K2(G2).
In the case ß(Ki) ¿ ß(K2), this results from (2). Let ß(Kx) = ß(K2). Suppose, Ki(Gi) = K2(G2). Applying (1) we get Gi = G2 and consequently, Ki = K2. Contradiction.
From (2) and (3) we see that the number sjp(A\) does not decrease when A increases. Since %f is finite, for sufficiently great p we have s^(B) = s^(Ali) > sjr(A).
2. Estimates of the number of tiles covering the boundary of a convex set. Observe that (4) bdAc\JS%>(A).
Indeed, every point o € bd A is the limit of a sequence of interior points of A, hence, by the finiteness of 3bjf(A), a is the limit of a subsequence of points from a tile in S^(A), and consequently a is an element of this tile. From (4) and Theorem we get COROLLARY 1. Let a convex set B C En with nonempty interior be dissected by a finite family %? of hyperplanes. The boundary of every convex subset A of B can be covered with no more than sj^(B) of the tiles obtained.
When A has nonempty interior, the implication is obvious. If the interior is empty, A can be considered as a subset of the boundary of a convex set with nonempty interior.
From Corollary 1 we obtain Corollaries 2 and 3. COROLLARY 2. Let P C En be an n-dimensional parallelotope dissected into nr=i(Pt + 1) smaller closed parallelotopes by pi + ■ ■ ■ + pn hyperplanes, where Pi denotes the number of hyperplanes parallel to the ith pair of parallel (n -1)-dimensional faces of P, i -1,..., n. The boundary of each convex set A c P can be covered with no more than Yl7=i(Pi + 1) -n7=i(P» -1) °f ^e obtained smaller parallelotopes.
Let u(%?) denote the number of unbounded sets of 3^^. 3. An estimate concerning Hadwiger's covering problem. Let A C En be a convex body. Following [4, p. 276] , by L(A) we denote the smallest t such that A can be covered by t homothetic copies of A, each with a positive ratio less than 1. Hadwiger [5] formulated the conjecture that L(A) < 2" for every convex body A C En. For n = 2 the positive answer results from [7] but for n > 3 the problem remains open. Some estimates are known for every centrally symmetric convex body M C En: the estimate L(M) > 2n(n log n + n log log n + 5n) of Rogers (see [4, p. 284] ), the estimate L(M) < (n + l)n of Levin and Petuhin (see [2, p. 45]) and L(M) < 8 for n = 3 (see [6] ).
It seems that no estimate of L(A) has been published for an arbitrary convex body Acê1".
Our purpose is to give such a one. Let hca denote the homothety with center c and ratio a. It is easy to check that There is a parallelotope P containing A such that some homothetic copy (l/n)P of P of ratio 1/n is contained in A (see [3] ). So a copy (l/(n + 1))P is a subset of (n/(n + 1))A. Since n/(n + 1) < 1, from Corollary 2 and (6) we get that L(A) < (n + 1)" -(n -l)n.
This inequality can be improved. COROLLARY 4. For every convex body A C En we have L(A) < (n + l)nn_1 -(n -l)(n -2)"-1.
For the proof consider a parallelotope P of the smallest volume containing A. It has the form of a translate of the set {X^"=i aiai', 0 < or»-< 1 far * = 1,..., n}, where ai,..., an are independent vectors. Repeating the consideration of the proof of Lemma 1 of [3] we see that a translate of the set {^™=i A¿a¿a¿; 0 < a¿ < 1 for i= 1,..., n}, where Ai,..., Xn are positive numbers, is contained in a homothetic copy of A with ratio Ym=i ^«-^ut A, = • • • = A"_i = 1/n and An = l/(n + 1). Now, Y^i=i ^i < 1-From Corollary 2 and (6) we obtain the promised inequality.
